BULK VENDING LOCKS - ECONOMY CAMLOCKS - THUMB­TURNS & KEYLESS CAMLOCKS

Z427G-A0
Original Style Bulk Vending Lock

Z428P-OH
Housing for use with Z427, B527G and Z437 bulk vending locks

Z427G-CK
Cut Key for Z427G Lock

Z431N-A0
NEW Slotted Dimple Key Bulk Vending Lock with Larger Diameter Four Rail Design for Special Machine applications.

Z431G-A0
Original Style Dimple Key Bulk Vending Lock with Two Rails - Standard Design

Z431G-CK
Cut Dimple Key Z437G-CK for Z437G Lock

Z437G-A0
Original Style Dimple Key Bulk Vending Lock with Two Rails - Standard Design

Z437G-CK
New Slotted Dimple Key Bulk Vending Lock with Two Rails - Standard Design

Z437N-A0
NEW Slotted Dimple Key Bulk Vending Lock with Two Rails - Standard Design

Z437N-CK
Cut Key for Z437G Lock

Z440D-CK
Cut Keys for all 400 series camlocks

Z122G - 7/8" - (22mm)
Thumbturn Camlock

Z122G-RI-7/8" (22mm)
Slotted Front Camlock

Z118G - 5/8" - (18mm)
Thumbturn Camlock

Z118S-RT - 5/8" (18mm)
Thumbturn Camlock with Standard Tail Piece

Not Shown
Z118S - 5/8" - (18mm)
Slotted Front Camlock with Standard Tail Piece - Special Order
Z118G-RI - 5/8" (18mm) Slotted Front Camlock with Standard Tail Piece - Special Order

Z130G - 1-1/8" - (30mm)
Thumbturn Camlock

Z130G-RT - 1-1/8" (30mm)
Thumbturn Camlock with T-Shaped Handle

Z130S-RT - 1-1/8" - (30mm)
Thumbturn Camlock with Standard Tail Piece

Z418D-AI-D2 - 5/8" - (18mm)
Economy Camlock - Available Keyed Alike or Keyed Different - Side View Comes with Standard Tail Piece.

Z422D-AI-D2 - 7/8" - (22mm)
Economy Camlock Available Keyed Alike or Keyed Different - Side View Comes with Standard Tail Piece.

Z430D-AI-D2 - 1-1/8" - (30mm)
Economy Camlock Available Keyed Alike or Keyed Different - Side View Comes with Standard Tail Piece.

Z400D-CK
Cut Keys for all 400 series camlocks

All of the Thumbturns and Z400 Camlocks shown on this page come with Standard Tail Pieces and can be used with Standard Cams.